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Abstract— The aim of this study is to give some ideas about
how to construct a PKI system with limited resources. Such a
PKI system can be applied for some compact organizations
which don’t have requirements for complying with industry
or government standards. Such a PKI system provides
safeguarding user information, protecting against malicious
users, providing a safe domain environment and others. An
example to such system is an educational organization. This
study covers the topics to people for whom a PKI is
appropriate for their organization, and how PKI can be
deployed most effectively.
Index Terms— Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), PKI
architecture, PKI Design, Certificate Authority (CA).

I. INTRODUCTION

A

Public key infrastructure (PKI) is a foundational

technology that allows organizations to build security solutions
that leverage a common trust. Because of this, the PKI can
help organizations operate more securely and at lower costs
over the long term. However, PKI is not an all encompassing
solution to an organization’s security challenges such as virus
infections.
PKI has been adapted to many security providing systems.
This is because of two reasons. First, there exists a dislike for
other security technologies. For example, a dislike for
password-based authentication, but, may result in a stronger
preference for PKI solutions. Secondly, public-key technology
offers some important benefits that are not similarly offered by
other technologies, such as digital signatures, smart card
logon, secure e-mail, software code signing, IP security, secure
802.1x connection, software restriction policy, internet
authentication, encrypting file system and many others.
There are many choices in implementing PKI system. Even
there are many standardized and commonly used versions such
as X.509 [1], PGP [10], AADS/X9.59 [11], and SPKI [12].
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In Section 2, some concepts related to PKI components are
described briefly in order to determine design strategy to
construct a PKI system in section 3. Then, in section 4 a PKI
system example is constructed according to definitions.
II. PKI COMPONENTS
PKI has standard procedures for registration, initialization,
certification, key generation, recovery, update, expiration,
compromise, cross-certification and revocation of certificates.
The architectural model consists of five components as
specified in [3]:
 Certificate Authority (CA) acts as the root of trust in
PKI and confirms the identities of parties sending and
receiving communications. It is needed for the
management and signing certificates. Therefore, it is
similar to notary.
 Registration Authority (RA) that vouches for the
binding between public keys and certificate holder
identities or other attributes. RA is trusted by CA for these
transactions.
 Public Key Certificates (PKC) owners that can sign
digital documents and decrypt documents using private
keys. These certificates are private for each identity,
conforming that the identity has the appropriate
credentials.
 Clients that validate digital signatures and their
certification paths from a known public key of a trusted
CA and encrypt documents using public keys from
certificates of PKC holders.
Repository is a database of active digital certificates for a
CA system. That stores and makes available PKCs and
Certification Revocation Lists (CRLs).
III. RESULTS
PKI may take a variety of forms, determined by the trust
relationship between its components. PKI architecture
planning and designing need to consider each component to be
correctly working. If one of the components leaks a security
threat, the whole system will not work. Therefore, there are
different issues when planning and designing PKI [4]. For our
design, all necessary but simplest design criteria are taken into
account.
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A. Policy Design
Policy is a generic problem within the area of information
security. It is the specification of local requirements and
process for specified levels of trusted operation. Policy applies
to the PKI since it describes the user identification process,
private key management, the process for responding to lost or
compromised private keys, certificate enrollment and renewal
requirements, and the maximum value for transactions.
X.509v3 gives CA the ability to include with the certificate a
list of policies that were followed in creating the certificate.
Hence, while designing the policies X.509v3 can be
implemented [5,13]. Policies are intended to help users decide
if a certificate is suitable for a particular purpose. For example,
a policy might indicate that a certified key can be used for
casual email messages but not for ensuring the identity of a
remote computer.
Besides certificate policies, one needs to accomplish
computer security objects registry which defines security
services, identifies applications to secure by using certificates,
and defines security services to offer by using certificates.
Next step is developing certification practice statement
(CPS). A CPS describes the details of the system and the
practices employed by a CA to issue certificates, and it details
the procedures used to implement the policies identified in the
certificates issued by a CA, including the means used to
identify certificate subjects. The CPS also states the means
used to protect the private key of the CA, and the other
operational practices followed by the CA to ensure security
[5,13].
B. Certificate Hierarchy Design
There are two traditional certificate hierarchy to build PKI
architecture, tree-base and cross-certification-based certificate
hierarchies. In addition, bridge (a combination of formers)
certificate hierarchy has been developed to accomplish the
connection of one PKI to another. These hierarchy designs can
be based on certificate usage, location, department’s
organizational structure. The simplest PKI architecture which
is implemented in PKI-Lite is the single CA case whose end
users are positioned at the next level.
C. Data Structure Design
Two basic data structures are used in a PKI system [5].
 Structure of a certificate is one of the basic data
structures used in PKI. The certificate of a user is a
collection of information, including the user's
distinguished name and public key, as well as an optional
unique identifier containing additional information about
the user. This structure needs to be readable by any other
entity. X.509 public key certificate format has evolved
into a flexible and powerful mechanism. Eventually,
X.509v3 certificate type is generally preferred all over the
world.
 Certificates are usually given a fixed lifetime, after
which they expire. However, it is possible that a certificate
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becomes invalid before its expiration. Certificate issuers
need a mechanism to provide a status update for the
certificates they have issues. One which can be
implemented easily is the X.509 CRLs.
D. Physical Architecture Design
There are numerous ways in which PKI can be designed
physically [5]. It is highly recommended that the major PKI
components should be implemented on separate systems, that
is, the CA on one system, the RA on a different system, and
directory servers on other system. Since the systems contain
sensitive data, they should be located behind an organization’s
unified threat management (UTM)/Firewall. The CA system is
especially important as a compromise to that system could
potentially disrupt the entire operations of the PKI and
necessitate starting over with new certificates. Consequently,
placing the CA system behind an additional organizational
UTM/Firewall is recommended so that it is protected both
from the Internet and from systems in the organization itself.
UTM/Firewall would permit communications between the CA
and the RA as well as other appropriate systems.
Moreover, using a secured server room with key access and
minimizing services on the CA makes secure CA. Using
software cryptographic service provider (CSP), smart cards or
tokens with PIN numbers and hardware security modules
(HSM) enables extra security of the private keys.
E. Administrative Design
Administrative staff is responsible for CA and HSM
operation, and interaction with server management.
Administrative staff approves or rejects requests for adding
another certificate according to design policy. Therefore,
administrative staff has a very important role to obtain
security. Prohibiting remote administration of CA system,
deploying CA system in restricted physical locations and
placing them at major hubs of the networks enable centralized
administration.
F. Key Length and Lifetime Design
Because of the reasons that CA is needed to have higher key
lengths than its users and security level will be updated to
higher bits soon, Root CA should use 4096 bits RSA key
length issued by itself or by another trusted CA and the
lifetime could expire 20 years later. End users could have
1024-2048 bits RSA key length. That is, for now, being
adequate and their certificate could expire 1 month-1 year
later.
IV. A PKI SYSTEM EXAMPLE
In this section, the most basic PKI system is given with
single CA that provides all the certificates and CRLs for all
users [6]. A single CA is a sensible solution for small
organizations. Figure 1 in Appendix A illustrates the general
architecture of PKI system. This architecture is proposed for

as a suitable solution for the requirements of an educational
organization.
The overall architecture is comprised of the following
components:
 The user: The user easily obtains her digital certificates
and generates his/her public/private key.
 Log system: The log system keeps logs of certificate
requests and mediates the requests to CA.
 CA: CA performs signing certificates.
 Key and certificate institution: Key and certificate
institution stores the private keys encrypted and
certificates.
 UTM: UTM controls the network.
In this system new user firstly inserts his/her smart card into
smart card reader. Then he/she should request a certificate and
visit RA. If his/her transaction is not seen a threat for system,
UTM will allow this request. While this operation is going on,
RA registers the user and log system is saving this request with
all detailed information. If CA accepts the certificate request,
CA sends the signed certificate to log system. Log system
saves this accepted certificate with all detailed information.
Then, accepted certificate is sent to user again. Finally,
certificate with key is backing up in the key store and
certificate institution. Log system again saves this transaction.
Key store and certification institution has a very critical role
when the user does not have a smart card. In this scenario, user
visits RA to authenticate himself/herself. Then, system
generates one time password for him/her. He/She uses this
password to request a certificate. Since he/she does not have
his private key with himself/herself (he/she does not have
smart card), he/she requests his private key from key store and
certification institution with his/her one time password.
This PKI architecture provides a mechanism to allow the
registration of users who cannot physically be in the
organization. Moreover, this supports authentication using web
based protocols. Security of this case is protected with one
time passwords.

5.

The CA may not be an authority on what the
certificate contains
6. Security software may not be implemented correctly
or used properly,
7. The RA+CA model may be in conflict of the
certificate content.
8. The CA may not use good information to check the
identity of the entity applying for the certificate, or
may not ensure that this entity really controls the
private key corresponding to the public key being
certified.
9. Certificates must be used properly if one wants more
security.
10. PKI does not solve all security problems.
As any PKI system, the one designed in this paper may also
be vulnerable to these security issues and risks. All PKI users,
also authorities and administrators, should take care of all
consideration about these 10 issues and risks.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, an example PKI system is given. The design
criteria are explained. It is emphasized that certification lies at
heart of the any PKI. Moreover, issues and risks in CA system
are described. From this point of view, it is obvious that the
PKI system can be applied with limited resources to the
compact organizations.
APPENDIX A

V. ISSUES AND RISKS IN PKI SYSTEM
There are some risks in PKI system during the verification
of certificate user identity, certificate creation, distribution,
acceptance and content, and managing digital certificates.
Open risks relating PKI implementation can be listed as
mentioned in [7]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fig. 1: PKI-Lite Architecture

The certificates issued by a CA should not be
automatically trusted.
The private key stored on your computer may not be
secure.
Verifying machine may be an insecure computer
The name in a certificate may not be as valuable as it
appears to be.
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